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Modern Farmhouse - Living

3.5 Seat Sofa
Streamlined but with a nod to
Farmhouse interior style, the
Hastings Sofa gives new
meaning to traditional meets
modern, with a fitted loose
cover & feather/fibre wrapped
cushions for a luxurious
comfortable experience, this
sofa is hard to beat. Available
in both 3 & 3.5 seaters and a
range of fabrics. All covers are
completely removable for dry
cleaning.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Pewter
Colour

FABRIC: 70% Washed
Cotton & 30% Polyester
Material

-
Finish

2700
Width (mm)

690
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

1000
Depth (mm)

FRAME: Beechwood TimberFILLING: Duck Feather & Polyester Fibres

Occasional Chairs
This Chair allows you to create
quiet and cosy corners with
minimalist inspiration and
luxurious details that tie
together a relaxed décor.
Featuring subtle geometric
shapes and sharp angles, the
Nysee’s plush cushions in
textured fabric add strong
interest and personality to this
versatile accent piece.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

2
Qty

Camel Leather
Colour

Solid Oak Frame with
100% Leather
Material

-
Finish

760
Width (mm)

820
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

910
Depth (mm)

Material: Please be aware that this Leather is a Full Aniline Leather which cannot be colour matched to the same degree as pigmented semi-aniline leather. It is a Natural 
Leather in which the variation of tone is part of the character of the product and is not deemed to be a fault or flaw.Material: If you are looking for a high degree of colour 
matching in the leather colour, please speak to our sales team about a semi-aniline leather which offers much less variation. Leather is a natural product, please refer to 
our care instructions for further information.

Coffee Table
Monolithic and brutalist, the
audacious lines of the Coffee
Table is bound to make an
impression. Featuring a bold,
heavy silhouette in solid timber
and a subtly sanded finish that
enhances the natural texture of
the timber, the Bruno’s
sculptural forms are a
statement to your unique
sense of style.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Natural Oak
Colour

Oak
Material

-
Finish

1000
Width (mm)

355
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

1000
Depth (mm)

Entertainment Unit
Rclaimed elm wood with
engineered woodLow-sheen
natural finishMetal frame and
knobsDrawers on timber
drawer slidesAssembly
required with an electrical drill

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

-
Colour

Reclaimed elm wood
Material

Low Sheen Natural Finish
Finish

470
Width (mm)

460
Height (mm)

2200
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

The timber used in this range is reclaimed elm timber.Each handmade piece will naturally have distinctive characteristics such as;cracks, splits and imperfections due to 
the nature of the wood.Any variations in colour, texture and pattern are not faults but should be appreciated.Differences between shipments are to be expected.

Side Table
Corners are carefully rounded
and curvedEach leg is
diagonally positioned on the
corner of the table

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Black
Colour

Solid wood table top
Material

-
Finish

500
Width (mm)

510
Height (mm)

500
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)
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Floor Lamp
Our Winslow is classic design
floor lamp and beautiful with its
simplicity. This piece is sure to
complement any room but
never overpower it. It features
an interlocking on the rod with
metal lamp shade, to enable to
adjust the height on angle for
necessary reading light. The
solid brass made round base is
sturdy to hold the overall
weight of the lamp. This lamp is
perfect to be placed beside
single/double sofa in living or
study room. 

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Antique Brass
Colour

Brass
Material

-
Finish

250
Width (mm)

1350
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

The lamp holder takes A60 LED filament clear glass 6W E27* Standard Australian domestic fitting* The stick pole adjusts the overall height and decorative interlocking 
joints the arm and shade

Homeware
The rustic shape and speckle
finish lend personality to the
unique Boden Speckle Vase.
Versatile and eye catching, it's
sure to add dimension and
interest wherever it is placed.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Honey
Colour

Glass
Material

-
Finish

310
Width (mm)

260
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

310
Depth (mm)

Care Label: As these items are handcrafted using artisanal techniques, every product is uniqueItem Weight: 4kgConstruction: Handcrafted

Homeware
Designed to coincide with the
launch of his first book Green
Thumb, this range of new
vessels also labelled green
thumb is by Craig Miller-Randle
one of Australia’s most
celebrated indoor plant gurus
these planters will elevate your
plants to the next level.

-

MRDDA0103
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

White
Colour

Reconstituted stone
Material

-
Finish

150
Width (mm)

280
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Item has waterproof inner and matte outer

Throw Blanket
Hand woven by skilled artisans
in India, Burton has a tactile,
raw aesthetic while remaining
refined and stylish. With a
subtle fringe, they are stunning
styled together, or as a simple
cushion to pair with bolder
designs.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Seagrass
Colour

100% Linen
Material

-
Finish

130
Width (mm)

-
Height (mm)

170
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Floor Rug
flatweave style transitional rug
featuring a white background
and peach detail in traditional
medallion design.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

White, Peach
Colour

silky cotton
chenille/polyester blend
Material

-
Finish

2900
Width (mm)

-
Height (mm)

4000
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)
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Cushion
Handloomed from super soft
pure cotton, the Elio cushion is
a wonderfully versatile addition
to any space. Available in
neutral shades of Amaretti,
Coconut or Latte, this timeless
striped design is ideal for
adding to your bed or sofa.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

2
Qty

Latte
Colour

Pure Cotton
Material

-
Finish

60
Width (mm)

-
Height (mm)

60
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Includes plush feather insert 

Cushion
Crafted from pure linen, the
Jean cushion is a timeless
staple for everyday living. The
soft, woven check design in
warm, earthy tones such as
Sage, Oatmeal, and Caramel
will bring your space to life.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

2
Qty

-
Colour

Pure Linen
Material

-
Finish

40
Width (mm)

-
Height (mm)

65
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Includes plush feather insert 

Planters
Planter

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Green
Colour

Clay
Material

-
Finish

41, 55
Width (mm)

47, 63cm
Height (mm)

41, 55
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Plants not included

Artwork
It’s moments like these that
make us realise we’re living. A
gorgeous piece capturing a
mountain landscape, featuring
a natural foreground and soft,
golden sky. A blend of muted
colours includes grey, pink,
khaki green, and white, that
makes it ideal for any interior
style.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Oak timber frame
Colour

-
Material

stretched canvas
Finish

-
Width (mm)

120
Height (mm)

160
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

 stretched canvas fine art prints are professionally printed on polycotton artist canvas, using archival inks and then stretched and gallery wrapped. This means the image 
is stretched around a 38mm frame to create a seamless, museum-quality finish. All stretched and box framed art prints arrive ready to hang.
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